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1 Astronomers and the making of
modern physics
Frans van Lunteren
In later life, Hendrik Antoon Lorentz recalled that among his teachers at Leiden
University, it had been the astronomer Frederik Kaiser who had exerted the great-
est influence on him.1 Apparently, in this respect, Kaiser even surpassed the Lei-
den professor of physics Pieter Leonard Rijke. It is almost symbolic that Lorentz
later married Kaiser’s niece, Aletta Catharina Kaiser. Excluding the marital bond,
such moulding of budding physicists by Kaiser was by no means exceptional.
Lorentz’ physics teacher at his secondary school in Arnhem, Hendrik van de
Stadt, had also been inspired by Kaiser.2 Other well-known examples are Volkert
van der Willigen, Johannes Bosscha jr. and, probably, Johannes Diderik van der
Waals.3 This remarkable fact may be partly explained by Kaiser’s strong person-
ality and his powerful research ethos, which was rare among his Leiden collea-
gues. A different way to look at Kaiser’s influence, one that I would like to explore
in this essay, is to view it as illustrative of a more general nineteenth-century
pattern. This pattern amounts to a strong and persistent influence of astronomi-
cal methods, practices and values on the gradually emerging discipline of physics.
Whereas the role of physics in late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-cen-
tury astronomy has been widely recognized, historians have not yet systematically
explored the reverse influence of astronomy on physics. In this chapter, I hope to
develop a new and more general perspective on the relationship between the two
disciplines by discussing several prominent cases that show – or at least strongly
suggest – such an influence. The first part of the paper deals with developments
in France and Germany during the first half of the nineteenth century. It relates
the origin of new physical practices in both countries to the powerful influence of
Pierre Simon de Laplace, Friedrich Gauss and Friedrich Bessel. They played multi-
ple roles in this development. On the one hand, they pioneered new mathematical
and empirical methods in astronomy and in closely related fields such as geodesy
and metrology, usually with the aim of raising standards of precision. On the
other hand, they strove to transfer older and new – pedagogical as well research-
related – astronomical practices and methods to the field of experimental physics.
This field did not yet have strong foundations at the time and it lacked a strong
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disciplinary identity. The influence manifested itself most clearly and directly in
the work of younger collaborators, who would later put their own imprint on the
emerging discipline of physics.
The second part of the paper focuses on Dutch examples of such cross-disci-
plinary interactions, mainly in the second half of the century. Again we are con-
fronted with an astronomer, Frederik Kaiser, who strove to raise the standards in
Dutch astronomy and, in doing so, exerted a strong influence on young Dutch
physicists. Some Dutch physicists were even affected by both the German and the
Dutch routes to the new physics. Examples are the experimental physicists Heike
Kamerlingh Onnes and Herman Haga. The aim of this essay is to trace back to
earlier astronomical traditions – by way of continuous chains of personal influ-
ence – the novel practices and values among late nineteenth-century Dutch physi-
cists.
Early modern astronomy and physics
It is difficult to assess the traditional relationship between physics and astronomy
in a few sentences. Let us nevertheless start with some rough generalizations.
From classical antiquity through the early modern period, astronomy was gener-
ally regarded to be a part of mathematics. Before the nineteenth century mathe-
matics was a much broader category than its current disciplinary descendant. As a
method, rather than a topical field, it involved everything quantitative: everything
that could be counted, measured or weighed. In classical antiquity it encom-
passed arithmetic, geometry, statics, optics, astronomy, musical theory (or har-
monics) and even geography.4 In the medieval quadrivium, the four mathematical
subjects taught in the faculty of arts, astronomy was combined with arithmetic,
geometry and harmonics. In the Paris academy of sciences, astronomy belonged
to the mathematical section, together with geometry and mechanics. The physical
section consisted of the fields of chemistry, botany and anatomy.5
For more than two thousand years leading astronomers such as Hipparch and
Ptolemy in antiquity, Kepler and Galileo in the seventeenth century, and Bessel
and Gauss in the early nineteenth century, as well as their less prominent collea-
gues, were all considered mathematicians. As mathematicians they were prone to
dabbling in other mathematical fields, such as optics or geometry. It is telling that
Kepler and Galileo were both installed as ‘court mathematicians’ and that Gauss
is best known as a mathematician, or rather the ‘prince of mathematicians’. Only
in the nineteenth century did astronomy develop into an autonomous field or dis-
cipline. Of course, not every early modern mathematician was a practicing astron-
omer. Observational astronomy required access to an observatory, as well as skills
in handling instruments and analyzing data. Such skills were usually acquired
through an apprenticeship in an observatory. Yet, even those mathematicians
who did not work in an observatory came to regard astronomical problems de-
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rived from the mechanics of the solar system as the most challenging mathema-
tical problems. The three towering eighteenth-century mathematicians, Euler, La-
grange and Laplace applied their powerful mathematical techniques to the pertur-
bations of planets and satellites – especially the moon –, the motions of comets,
and the shape, precession and nutation of the earth.
Physics, on the other hand, was largely the modern offspring of early modern
natural philosophy, or experimental philosophy, as it was often labelled in the
eighteenth century. Indeed, the rise of experiment had changed natural philoso-
phy from an inclusive and literary branch of study into a far more restricted ex-
perimental field that eventually came to exclude the living world.6 However, be-
fore the late eighteenth century this experimental natural philosophy was
predominantly qualitative. Air pumps and electrical machines primarily served
for the production of novel effects, rather than for measuring them. Yet, during
the last three decades of this century there was a notable shift towards quantifica-
tion among physicists. The emergence of measuring instruments like the electro-
meter and the calorimeter went hand in hand with the emergence of quantitative
concepts. Experimenters learned to distinguish the quantity of heat, measured by
the calorimeter, from its intensity, measured by the thermometer, and likewise
the amount of electricity, or charge, from its intensity or tension, measured by
the electrometer. They also tried to relate the electrical and magnetic attractions
and repulsions to the distances between charged objects or magnets.7
Laplacian physics
The quantification of experimental physics made the field an easy target for math-
ematicians. Following the lead of the mathematician Laplace, several of his young
French protégé’s, mostly graduates of the École Polytechnique (Polytechnical School)
like Biot, Arago, Malus and Poisson, appropriated the field and subjected physical
phenomena to the regime of partial differential equations. Again, following La-
place, they often modelled these phenomena after Newton’s theory of universal
gravitation, which had earlier been applied with such success to celestial me-
chanics. To this end, they hypothesized a variety of weightless particles, or ‘im-
ponderables’, associated with heat, light, electricity and magnetism, all interact-
ing through central forces, either attractive or repulsive, and either long-range, or
short-range.8 What they were aiming to establish was what the chemist-historian
Merz, following Maxwell, has aptly called an ‘astronomical view of nature’.9 It is
telling that both Biot and Arago would become involved in astronomical research.
In 1804, Arago became Secretary of the Observatory and, in 1806, Laplace mana-
ged to bring both Biot and Arago into the Bureau de Longitudes (Bureau of Long-
itudes). Two years later he made a similar coup with Poisson, another protégé.
It is equally telling that Laplace had shown the way to the reform of physics in
his astronomical works, both in his Exposition de la Système du Monde and in the
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fourth volume of his Traité de Mécanique Céleste. In the first of these publications, he
connected optical refraction, capillary action, cohesion, crystallinity and chemical
affinity to a single attractive force between material particles, expressing the
hopes that along this way, ‘we shall be able to raise the physics of terrestrial
bodies to the state of perfection to which celestial physics has been brought by
the discovery of universal gravitation’.10 In the second work, he demonstrated the
fecundity of the model by developing mathematical equations for optical refrac-
tion and capillarity. Later he included magnetism, the behaviour of gases and
solid elastic bodies and heat flow in the range of phenomena that depended
upon such intermolecular forces. Inspired by his patron, Poisson extended the
use of potentials, which Lagrange and Laplace had earlier applied to astronomical
problems, from gravity to electricity. Even though Laplacian physics declined in
the years following the Bourbon Restoration, Laplace and his early followers in
the Société d’Arceuil had a lasting influence. By creating the new branch of mathe-
matical physics, they had set physics on a mathematical course that proved irre-
versible.
However, it was not only, or even primarily, mathematical physics that was
affected by astronomy. More profound and enduring were the novelties that ex-
perimental physics adopted from astronomical practices. These encompassed sys-
tematic and precise measurements, data analysis – including analysis of errors –
and, eventually, research projects focusing on the instrument itself, rather than
on nature. Again it was Paris where many of these practices were first incorpo-
rated in physical research. It seems likely that a decisive factor in this respect was
the presence in Paris of two important astronomical research centres, the Observa-
toire (Observatory) and the previously mentioned Bureau des Longitudes, which had
been established in 1795 in imitation of the British Board of Longitudes. These
closely connected institutions made late-eighteenth-century Paris the world capi-
tal of astronomy. It has been estimated that around 1800 nearly a quarter of all
astronomers was working in Paris.11 At the time, there were no comparable re-
search institutions for experimental physics in France. These facts may help to
account for the preponderance of astronomical methods and standards among
those young French polytechnicians who tried their hands at experimental phys-
ics. But once again, it was above all Laplace who promoted the introduction of
‘astronomical precision’ in the domain of experimental physics. On several occa-
sions he stressed ‘the need for very precise experiments’ and for ‘the perfection of
scientific instruments’.12
It is hardly a coincidence that among the earliest examples of such experiments
we find measurements of optical refraction, a subject closely connected to astron-
omy. In his Mécanique Céleste Laplace singled out this topic for special attention,
largely because atmospherical refraction is of direct relevance to astronomers. In
1805, Biot and Arago were induced by Laplace to accurately determine the refrac-
tive indices of several gases at different temperatures and pressures in order to
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verify his formulas for atmospherical refraction. Measuring angles with the ut-
most precision was, of course, the main business of astronomers. At the instiga-
tion of Laplace the instrument Biot and Arago used was Borda’s repetition circle,
an instrument of unprecedented precision built by the Paris instrument maker
Etienne Lenoir according to Borda’s design. A few years later Malus would use
the same instrument for his investigations on double refraction, a project also
spurred on by Laplace. As we will see, these optical experiments differed in sev-
eral respects from previous investigations in experimental physics.
Incidentally, this was the same instrument that the Paris astronomers Mechain
and Delambre had used in the late eighteenth century to measure the part of the
meridial arc between Dunkerque and Barcelona in order to determine the new
standard of length, the ‘metre’, as part of a general reform of weights and meas-
ures.13 As a member of the commission on weights and measures, which decided
to base the new unit of length upon the circumference of the earth, rather than
the seconds pendulum which had been the original plan, Laplace had played a
dominant role in this project.14 The skills Biot and Arago acquired by working
with Borda’s repetition circle served them well. Immediately following their opti-
cal experiments, they were commissioned to measure the meridian between Bar-
celona and the Balearic Islands. This fact in itself testifies to the close connection
between Laplacian physics and astronomy.
Jed Buchwald has emphasized the radical transformation in optical experimen-
tation brought about by Biot, Arago and Malus. Previous experiments, for in-
stance to determine some properties of double refraction, showed little concern
for accuracy and gave no evidence of the notion that the proposed ‘formulas
should be confronted systematically with experiment’.15 Moreover, this was not
typical of optical experiments, for the same may be said of the whole range of
experimental physics. Coulomb, for instance, based his laws of electrical and
magnetic attraction and repulsion on very few measurements. In his publications,
as in all experimental reports before 1800, estimates of accuracy that were com-
mon in astronomical papers were conspicuously absent. All this changed in the
wake of the experiments of Laplace’s protégés, who provided tabular lists of data
and whose methods explicitly aimed at minimizing errors.16 It is hard to avoid the
conclusion that this new accurate and systematic approach in experimental phys-
ics amounted to a transfer to physics of standards common in astronomy.
It should be pointed out that, in this case, experimental and theoretical novel-
ties went hand in hand. As Buchwald has also emphasized, previous papers on
experimental optics employed geometric constructions in their theoretical parts.
These did not lend themselves easily for comparison with experimental results, as
these results often did not distinguish between competing theories. The French
polytechnicians, on the other hand, used algebraic formulas that enabled them to
carry out calculations with little effort.17 In this respect, they followed the great
French mathematicians of the eighteenth century – d’Alembert, Clairaut, La-
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grange and Laplace – who, in their work on celestial mechanics, had long ago
replaced Newton’s geometric constructions with analytic geometry. Laplace’s
young protégés had all been spoon-fed these modern mathematical techniques at
the École Polytechnique.
From optics, the new experimental standards gradually spread to other parts of
experimental physics, albeit very slowly. The investigation of refractive indices by
Biot and Arago also involved an accurate determination of the density of several
gases, which to this end were carefully weighed in glass globes.18 The values they
obtained were later used by Gay-Lussac as part of the data on which he based his
law of the combining volume of gases. Other French polytechnicians, among
whom were Petit and Dulong, would later work on accurate determinations of
the heat capacity of several substances. To facilitate such work, considered rele-
vant for improving the efficiency of heat engines, the French government would
eventually equip the physicist Regnault with a physical laboratory, one of the first
of its kind in Europe.19 It was here that young William Thomson, Britain’s leading
natural philosopher in the late-Victorian period, would acquire his taste for pre-
cise measurement. In Glasgow he would apply these skills to both thermal and
electrical measurements and pass them on to his students through a new regime
of laboratory training.20
Gaussian physics
During the following decades the torch of precision was passed on to Germany,
first in astronomy and then in experimental physics. The new torch bearers were
the German astronomers Gauss and Bessel. In 1801, Gauss had made his name
with two remarkable achievements. The first one was the publication of his ‘Dis-
quistiones arithmeticae’, (Arithmetical Investigations), which immediately placed
him in the front ranks of Europe’s leading mathematicians. The second one was
his accurate determination of the orbit of the newly discovered ‘planet’ Ceres,
which enabled astronomers to retrace the object that had been found and then
lost again earlier that year. Gauss only revealed his methods at the end of the
decade when he published his ‘Theoria Motus Corporum Coelestium’ (1809) (Theory
of the Motion of Celestial Bodies). The work also contained an extensive discus-
sion of the least-squares method of reducing accidental errors in astronomical
and geodetic observations. The method had also been proposed four years earlier
by the French mathematician Legendre, but Gauss claimed he had been using it
for more than a decade and, moreover, he justified the method by proving that it
gave the most probable value when the errors were distributed ‘normally’.
The method extended and improved upon earlier attempts by Laplace to fit
curves and surfaces to measurements in geodesy and astronomy by minimizing
errors. Both Legendre and Gauss had first applied the method to the data set of
the French meridian project. It rapidly became a standard practice in astronomi-
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cal and geodetic data reduction, most of all in Germany. As one historian of
astronomy put it, the method gave rise to ‘a new attitude [...] of the nineteenth-
century scientist towards his material: it was no longer a mass of data from which
he selected what he wanted, but it was the protocol of an examination of nature, a
document of facts to which he had to defer.’21 However, Gauss’ method was slow
to take hold in other areas than astronomy and geodesy. Before the 1830s most
physicists and chemists regarded the method as being too ‘laborious’.22
An interesting exception to this rule was noted by Kathreen Olesko. It concerns
a small treatise on the application of the least squares method to physical obser-
vations, published in 1819 by the Mitau astronomer and physicist Paucker. Pauck-
er used the occasion to vent his criticism of French experimental physics, singling
out some heat experiments by Biot for special scrutiny. From his measurements
Biot had selected only those that he considered the most precise. As Paucker
pointed out, he would have reduced error to a far greater extent if he had applied
Gauss’ method to all the measurements.23 However, it was only in the 1830s that
some German physicists started to apply the method, and even then they did not
do so consistently. The Berlin physicist Dove advocated the method in his 1835
essay ‘Ueber Maass und Messen’ (On measure and measuring), without, however,
making much use of it himself.24
In 1807, Gauss was appointed Professor of Astronomy in Göttingen and Direc-
tor of the future observatory, a post he held for the remainder of his life. The
observatory, completed in 1816, included innovative elements, such as a vibra-
tion-proof installation of instruments. However, it would take another five years
to have it outfitted properly. Meanwhile, Gauss, following a long-standing inter-
est, set out on a geodetic survey of the Kingdom of Hannover, a project that
would occupy him for eight years. It enabled him to put his skills in measurement
and calculation to good use, allowing him to compete with the French in deter-
mining the arc length of one degree on the meridian, and it promised additional
income as well.25 To aid in the survey, Gauss invented the heliotrope, an instru-
ment that uses a mirror to reflect sunlight over great distances to measure posi-
tions. Much later, in the 1830s, the Hanoverian government would also commis-
sion him to improve the accuracy of the local standard of weight, the
Hannoverian pound, and to relate it more precisely to foreign standards, a task
he took up somewhat reluctantly. 26
Meanwhile, Gauss was applying his formidable skills in measurement and cal-
culation to another field of research, terrestrial magnetism. Like astronomy and
geodesy, terrestrial magnetism was considered to be of direct interest to the state,
a point pressed home to several European monarchs by Alexander von Humboldt.
In 1828, Von Humboldt had built a small magnetic observatory in Berlin and tried
to interest other researchers, among whom was Gauss, in joining in at other loca-
tions. In 1831, Gauss decided to step in and he rapidly took the lead in creating
and supervising a continental network of magnetic observers. In his view, it was
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only natural that astronomers would take up this task as the required precision
could ‘be expected only of those mathematicians who are familiar with the finest
means of observation, namely the practical astronomers’.27
Yet, he did not start the work until he could avail himself of the assistance of
Wilhelm Weber, who was appointed Professor of Physics in Göttingen in 1831. By
the end of the year, Gauss was fully immersed in his new project. Before starting
the practical work he felt that he needed two things. The first of his requirements
concerned theoretical guidelines, preferably a single principle. In this regard, he
drew a comparison with the role of universal gravity in astronomy, which allowed
astronomers to calculate results that could be compared with precise observa-
tions. To this end, he generalized the potential theory and presented the potential
function as a general ‘key to the theory of attracting and repelling forces’, among
which were those of electricity. In this way he opened up a new line of research in
theoretical physics in Germany, providing a stimulus to the young Helmholtz,
among others.28 Its potential became even more visible in the wake of the estab-
lishment of energy conservation.
Gauss’ second desideratum concerned new instruments, since the usual
French instruments did not satisfy his demand for precision.29 He made it clear
that, here as well, his aim was to eliminate ‘the separation between actual so-
called physics and applied mathematics’, similar to what had been done in optics
and (celestial) mechanics. To this end, Gauss first developed ‘absolute’ measur-
ing units for the study of magnetism based on the fundamental units of me-
chanics, those of length, time and mass, to replace the earlier ‘relative’ units. In
December 1832, Gauss presented a paper to the Königliche Gesellschaft der Wis-
senschaften zu Göttingen (Royal Society of Sciences in Göttingen) on the determina-
tion of the absolute intensity of earth magnetism.30 He also suggested the exten-
sion of the system of absolute units to another branch of physics, namely
electricity.31 Weber would eventually take up this challenge by establishing abso-
lute units in electrodynamics, an important step towards a common system of
measures throughout physics.
However, the new units would not do much good without precision instru-
ments that allowed for the unequivocal expression of magnetic phenomena in
terms of these units. For this reason, Gauss, assisted by Weber, started to work
on the construction of precise magnetometers. As he made clear, his ambition
was to bring ‘magnetic observations […] to a precision that is nearly, if not com-
pletely, as great as the finest astronomical’ observations. To this end, he attached
a mirror to the tip of his suspended magnetic rods perpendicular to their axis. For
the observations of the direction of the magnets he used a telescope attached to a
theodolite placed at a distance of sixteen feet from the steel rod. To house the
whole arrangement, a magnetic observatory, totally free of iron, was built in the
garden of the observatory. Gauss’ fellow astronomer, Carl Ludwig Harding,
would measure the variation of magnetic declination several times a day at fixed
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times. Gauss also adapted Humboldt’s international programme to achieve max-
imum precision from the measurements that were to be made six times a year,
once every five minutes, for a period of 24 hours.32
Magnetic observatories from all over Europe soon joined the resulting informal
organization, the Magnetic Union. Participants followed Gauss’ protocols and
used apparatus that was either ordered in Göttingen, or modelled on Gauss’ in-
struments. Gauss collected the observations and published them in the ‘Resultate
aus den Beobachtungen des magnetischen Vereins’ (Results of the Observations of the
Magnetic Union). Originally, the participants only measured variations in mag-
netic declination. The magnetometer was less suitable for precise measurement
of magnetic intensities, so Gauss constructed a new instrument in which the
magnet was suspended from two threads rather than one, the bifilar magnet-
ometer. With the new instrument magnetic intensities – or at least their horizon-
tal components – could be ‘as precisely observed as the stars in the sky.’ Further
improvements were halted when Gauss lost his main collaborator in December
1837. Weber was dismissed from his professorship for political reasons. This
ended six years of collaboration on physical subjects that came to include electro-
dynamics and the construction of a telegraph.33
Wilhelm Weber as a Gaussian physicist
Eventually, after years of negotiations, the Saxon government appointed Weber to
the Leipzig chair of physics in 1842. Here, he would continue the Gaussian pro-
gramme for the reform of physics. In 1841, he stated that ‘the way in which phys-
ics is treated so far is outdated and needs to be changed,’ referring to his work
with Gauss on terrestrial magnetism as ‘a first test’.34 Freed from his duties as
Gauss’ assistant, he now set up his own research programme in electrodynamics
based on precision measurements. The results were published over a period of
more than thirty years in several papers that appeared in a series entitled ‘Elektro-
dynamische Maassbestimmungen’ (Determinations of Electrodynamic Measures).35
As McCormmach and Jungnickel have rightly emphasized, his research and pub-
lications ‘reconstructed the physics of electricity in much the same way that
Gauss’ work had reconstructed the physics of magnetism.’36 From the outset he
was critical of previous experiments in electrodynamics, especially those by the
French authority in the field, Ampère. He found Ampère’s methods wanting in
several respects, and he openly doubted the claim that his electrodynamical law
was derived only from experience. Weber’s first electrodynamical experiments
were aimed at putting the law on a firm footing.37
To this end, Weber constructed his own electrodynamometer, modelled after
Gauss’ magnetometer: a bifilar suspension, a mirror, a telescope and a scale.
Only a current-carrying wire coiled around a wooden frame now replaced the
magnet. Observations of the angular displacement of the oscillating bifilar coil
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enabled him to provide a ‘complete proof of Ampère's fundamental law’. In the
following part of the paper Weber derived a more general law for the electric
force acting between two moving electrical particles. His new ‘fundamental law’
combined Coulomb’s law and Ampère’s law in a single expression that differed
from Coulomb’s and Newton’s laws in depending on the relative state of motion
of the particles. In a follow-up paper Weber gave an expression for the potential
of the force, in keeping with the example of Gauss’ magnetic potential.38 Subse-
quently, Weber developed a system of fundamental measures for current inten-
sity, electromotive force and resistance and showed how his fundamental law
made it possible to connect his measures to mechanical ones.39
Meanwhile, Weber had returned to his old post in Göttingen. Following cur-
rent practice in other universities, he started a physical-mathematical seminar in
1850, probably modelled after Neumann’s seminar in Königsberg. Such semi-
nars, financially supported by the German states, originally aimed to train future
gymnasium teachers by offering them the opportunity to learn how to handle
instruments, perform simple experiments or solve elementary mathematical prob-
lems. Gradually, however, professors learned to use the seminars to offer ad-
vanced training to students, preparing them for future research. In a similar vein,
Weber decided to train his students in precise measuring techniques so as ‘to
prepare them for participation in the regular magnetic observations.’ He generally
selected topics for the seminar from his own research, such as ‘experiments with
the electrodynamometer,’ or from other recent work in the physics of precision
measurement, such as ‘Foucault's experiments on the influence of the rotation of
the earth on the oscillations of a pendulum.’40
When the number of students participating in practical physical exercises in-
creased in the 1860s, Weber was finally allowed to hire a salaried assistant to
direct the exercises in the seminar. The growing practice of hiring such assistants
for physical exercises, who were either advanced students or young graduates,
was probably copied from the astronomical observatories that had been using
such assistants for much longer. The assistant position was filled by Weber’s for-
mer student Friedrich Kohlrausch, who had previously worked as an assistant at
the Göttingen observatory. Kohlrausch, who would be appointed as Extraordinary
Professor in the following year, reorganized the practical exercises in the physical
institute, which were now also open to chemists and pharmacists.41 Onno Wiener
later emphasized the pioneering nature of the Göttingen exercises that instilled a
‘sharp criticism of the measurements’ and a ‘military disciplining of the obser-
ver.’42
In 1870, Kohlrausch published a laboratory manual, ‘Kleiner Leitfaden der prak-
tischen Physik’ (Short Guideline to Practical Physics), that stressed the primacy of
measurement. Through its countless editions it would become the German bible
of experimental physics, with its growing emphasis on measurement and data
analysis. The success of the book more or less sealed the reform of physics that
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had been announced by Weber. From the 1870s onwards, experimental physics in
Germany came to be identified with precision measurement. As in astronomy,
precise measurement of known phenomena was preferred to exploratory work
that aimed primarily at the discovery of unknown effects. Following in Weber’s
footsteps, Kohlrausch became the prototype of the measuring physicist.43 After
Helmholtz death in 1894, Kohlrausch succeeded him as director of the most pres-
tigious German institute for precision measurement, the Berlin Physikalisch-Tech-
nische Reichsanstalt (Physical-Technical Imperial Institute).
Friedrich Bessel and precision astrometry
The Göttingen route was not, however, the only one along which astronomical
standards entered modern physics. Just as influential in this respect were the new
research and pedagogical practices at the Albertus University of Königsberg.
Though one of the smaller Prussian universities, it became a major Prussian cen-
tre for exact science in the early nineteenth century. After the defeat by Napoleon
in 1806, the Prussian government had fled from Berlin to Königsberg. The defeat
resulted in a number of reforms, which came to include the Prussian schooling
system. After all, France’s military superiority was partly attributed to its superior
schools, above all the École Polytechnique. In 1809, the government appointed
Wilhelm von Humboldt as the new Head of the Education Department of the
Ministry of Interior. The University of Königsberg became one of the first benefi-
ciaries of his reform plans, no doubt helped by von Humboldt’s brief stay in the
city. The Prussian government allocated funds for a chair for astronomy as well as
an astronomical observatory that was to be connected to the university.44
The subsequent appointment of the astronomer Friedrich Bessel turned Kö-
nigsberg into the centre of German precision astronomy. The professorial ap-
pointment itself almost failed as the administrators discovered that Bessel lacked
the required doctorate. Having left the Gymnasium prematurely, Bessel had been
apprenticed to a German trading company in Bremen at the age of 14. The con-
cern’s reliance on sea trade triggered his interest in the mathematical problems of
navigation. This, in turn, led to an interest in astronomy and several astronomical
researches, among which were a determination of the longitude of Bremen and a
mathematical reconstruction of the orbit of Halley’s comet through a reduction of
Harriot’s observations in 1607. With the latter paper he made his name in astro-
nomical circles, which lead to a post as Assistant at a private observatory in Lil-
lienthal near Bremen in 1804. Here, his fame as an astronomer rapidly increased.
That same year he started a regular correspondence with Gauss, who involved
Bessel in his own projects. In 1810, Bessel was called to Königsberg to direct the
future observatory. On Gauss’ recommendation Bessel eventually received a doc-
torate in Göttingen, which opened the way for a chair at the university to accom-
pany the directorship of the observatory.45
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In 1813, Bessel could move into the new observatory. Lacking adequate instru-
ments, he focused on the reduction of the stellar observations of the British as-
tronomer James Bradley, whose journals had just been published. In the 1750s,
Bradley had carefully measured the positions of more than 3000 stars. From those
data Bessel managed to derive the very information he needed to reduce the ob-
servations, such as instrumental errors and astronomical constants related to the
aberration of light, the precession and nutation of the terrestrial axis, and atmos-
pheric refraction. The results of this remarkable tour de force were published in
1818 as the ‘Fundamenta Astronomiae’ (Foundations of Astronomy). The work raised
the standards of astronomical practice to a new level.46
If Gauss taught astronomers how to reduce accidental errors, Bessel set out to
minimize systematic errors. More than anyone before him, Bessel emphatically
stressed the need for all astronomers to meticulously determine all the errors of
their instruments before putting them to work. As he stated in 1840: ‘Every instru-
ment in this way is made twice, once in the workshop of the artisan, in brass and
steel, and then again by the astronomer on paper, by means of the list of neces-
sary corrections which he derives by his investigation.’47 Moreover, instrumental
errors may change over time and may depend on temperature or other weather
conditions. A considerable part of the astronomer’s research should thus have as
its main object not the heavens but the instrument itself. Bessel also stressed the
role of personal errors connected to the timing of a transit, which extended the
object of research from the instruments to the observer. It was in fact Bessel who
in 1823 introduced what came to be known as the ‘personal equation’, the inher-
ent bias of every observer in recording the exact time at which a star crossed a
wire in the telescope view-finder.48
Meanwhile, German instrument makers made their own contribution to the
rise of standards in astronomy. The workshops of Reichenbach in Munich and
Repsold at Hamburg came to play a leading role in the refining of precision tech-
niques. Their greatest contribution to nineteenth-century precision astronomy
was the meridian circle or transit circle, a new type of instrument for the determi-
nation of stellar positions.49 In 1820, Bessel set an example by installing a meri-
dian circle made by Reichenbach, replacing it in 1840 by an improved meridian
circle form the workshop of Repsold. With these instruments he measured the
position of countless stars and improved existing data with regard to precession,
nutation and aberration, publishing the aberrations for the benefit of others in his
‘Tabulae Regiomontanae’ (Königsberg Tables). Bessel was the first to determine the
distance of a star, 61 Cygni, by measuring its parallax. He announced the result in
1838. The achievement was the crowning glory in his constant striving for greater
precision.
Like Gauss, Bessel became involved in geodetical measurements and the im-
provement of standards. The project on standards, commissioned by the Berlin
Academy of Sciences, involved a series of precision experiments on a seconds
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pendulum, the length of which was to serve as the new foundation for the Prus-
sian unit of length. Not surprisingly, his work surpassed that of all others before
him in its meticulous assessment of all possible errors. Bessel personally oversaw
the construction of the pendulum by Repsold in Hamburg in 1825. In August of
that year the instrument was transported to Königsberg, where Bessel started the
investigations that would take him more than two years. Both the instrument
itself and all relevant conditions, such as temperature and pressure, were sub-
jected to careful analysis. For his thermometers he developed a calibration meth-
od that compensated for imperfections in the cylindrical shape of the stem. He
also subjected thermometric and barometric data to the kinds of error analysis
that had, until then, been the preserve of astronomy. In this sense, he may well
have been the first to extend these astronomical procedures to the realm of phys-
ics.50
During 1831-1832, Bessel directed geodetical measurements of several meridian
arcs in East Prussia in response to a request from the Russian government. The
rationale for these measurements was a plan to join the Russian and West-Euro-
pean triangulation chains at their closest points near Königsberg. Here also he
introduced new and refined methods of observations and computation and he
eventually published an authoritative determination of the shape of the earth. In
1833, the Prussian government commissioned Bessel to participate in the reform
of weights and measures. For some time the government had complained about
the uncertainty in the Prussian measures, which was viewed as an impediment to
trade. Previous attempts at a reform had failed for several reasons. Between 1835
and 1837 Bessel constructed an original standard for the Prussian foot, a steel bar
with sapphire endpoints. To this end, he repeated his previous pendulum trials.
In 1839, the new standard was officially instituted by law.51
Franz Neumann and the Königsberg mathematico-physical seminar
Bessel was not the only scientific luminary in Königsberg. In 1826, the Königs-
berg exact sciences were reinforced by the appointment of two young and ta-
lented Privatdozenten, who had just received their doctorates in Berlin: Franz Neu-
mann and Carl Gustav Jacobi. On the recommendation of Bessel, Neumann
would be appointed to the chair of mineralogy and physics in 1829 and three
years later Jacobi was likewise promoted to an ordinary professorship in mathe-
matics.52 Neumann’s professional relationship with Bessel was extended to a
family connection when he married the younger sister of Bessel’s wife. The triad
of Bessel, Jacobi and Neumann would prove instrumental in promoting a new
research-oriented attitude in university instruction. The main vehicle for such
training was the mathematico-physical seminar, which operated in two sections,
one for mathematics and the other for mathematical physics. As was mentioned
earlier, such seminars were originally designed to train good secondary school
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teachers in specific subjects, but because of the limited demand for physics teach-
ing in the Prussian Gymnasia, less than half of the Königsberg students are
known to have become teachers.53
From the beginning, Neumann made clear that the purpose of the seminar
would be to train students in mathematical and measurement techniques. Train-
ing in measurement techniques would require laboratory space and instruments.
He received an annual budget for the instruments, but his regular requests for a
laboratory went unheeded. Eventually, he set up a laboratory at his own expense
in the new house he bought in 1847. The seminar was unique among German
seminars that included physics instruction, as it cultivated a mathematical physics
that closely followed French models. Other natural science seminars tended to
regard these parts of physics as applied mathematics, and, as such, they were not
considered a proper part of the natural sciences.54 In his youth Neumann had
been particularly impressed with the French mathematician Fourier’s work in the
area of mathematical physics.
Although he was not directly involved in the seminar, Bessel’s close alliance
with Neumann and Jacobi, combined with his specific expertise and his strong
views on science instruction, left its mark on the way it proceeded. Among other
things, Bessel introduced practical exercises in his teaching and when students
had acquired sufficient mathematical skills, they were trained in practical skills
in the observatory. He also encouraged his students to extend the mathematical
methods that he taught them to other sciences. According to Olesko, Bessel’s
pendulum experiments, executed at the very time that Neumann arrived in Kö-
nigsberg, became the pre-eminent model for Neumann’s vision of mathematical
physics.55 He linked partial differential equations in the French style to precision
measurements in the style of Bessel’s pendulum trials.
In line with Bessel’s educational reforms, Neumann used the mathematic-
physical seminar to prepare students for his own lectures by filling gaps in their
knowledge and skills, but also to study in greater depth topics dealt with in the
lectures. Eventually, advanced students were expected to work on their own re-
search project. Throughout the seminar, experimental projects usually involved
precision measurements. Following Bessel, Neumann placed a strong emphasis
on the peculiarities of the instrument and on data analysis. Students were ex-
pected to use the method of least squares and to determine systematic errors.
The Königsberger school placed an even stronger emphasis on data analysis and
precision than the related school in Göttingen.56
In general, the seminar and lecture topics followed Neumann’s own research
interests. Starting with optics (Fresnel) and the theory of heat (Fourier, Poisson),
these interests eventually shifted towards electrodynamics, or rather to the prob-
lem of induced currents, which still lacked a solid mathematical foundation more
than a decade after Faraday’s discoveries.57 By introducing a potential function,
he managed to produce a general expression for all known instances of induc-
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tion. The high level of abstraction and the forbidding mathematics made his work
incomprehensible to many German physicists. Weber immediately compared
Neumann’s results with his own law and showed a full agreement between both
expressions in the case of closed currents. This convergence boosted Weber’s
theory in Germany.58
Gustav Kirchhoff as a Gaussian physicist
As Neumann trained large numbers of secondary school teachers as well as sev-
eral future professors at German universities, it is hard to overestimate the influ-
ence his teaching had on German physics. His best-known student was Gustav
Kirchhoff. Kirchhoff participated in Neumann’s mathematico-physical seminar
from 1843 to 1847, at the very time that Neumann was focusing on electro-
dynamics, both his research and his teaching. By the summer of 1845 Kirchhoff
had finished his first major investigation on electrodynamics. Neumann was suf-
ficiently impressed with the report to send it off immediately to the journal Annal-
en der Physik, where it was duly published. Kirchhoff’s paper comprised a theore-
tical and experimental investigation of the distribution of electric currents on a
plane, resulting in the laws that are still linked to his name. The following year,
Kirchhoff continued his research in response to the prize question that Neumann
had posed to the science faculty: the experimental determination of the constant ε
that figured prominently in Neumann’s theory of induced currents.59
The experiment combined the best features of the Gaussian and Besselian tra-
ditions. Kirchhoff used a mirror connected to a magnet hung from a silk thread
as well as a telescope twelve feet away from the magnet. To prevent air currents,
Kirchhoff placed the magnet and the mirror in a cabinet. Before beginning his
measurements he calculated the errors that were likely to affect the experiment.
The result, which he later reworked for his dissertation and a publication, won
the competition. In the published paper he added several corrections based on
theoretical considerations. In all of his later research he would similarly combine
refined measurements with theoretical considerations, although in later life theo-
ry gradually eclipsed experiments. When he was a candidate for the physics chair
in Heidelberg, in 1854, the Heidelberg chemist Bunsen supported his candidacy
by stating that he regarded Kirchhoff as ‘one of the most talented younger physi-
cists of the exact Gaussian school.’60 In Heidelberg Kirchhoff and Bunsen would
collaborate in spectroscopic work, resulting in the discovery of new elements,
Kirchhoff’s theory of thermal radiation, and the rise of physical astronomy.
When Kirchhoff arrived in Heidelberg in 1854 he combined courses in mathe-
matical physics with practical exercises. Some students compared the exercises by
Kirchhoff and Hesse, his colleague in mathematics who had also been trained in
the Königsberg seminar, to a ‘mathematical and physical seminar.’ In 1870,
Kirchhoff and Leo Koenigsberger, Hesse’s successor, did indeed start a mathe-
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matico-physical seminar, aimed primarily at the needs of Baden’s secondary
schools. But even if the aims of Kirchhoff were relatively modest and students
rarely managed to perform advanced investigations, he nevertheless tried to pro-
mote the Königsberger spirit of precision. In 1871, Kirchhoff allowed two stu-
dents to go beyond simple measurements, the British student Arthur Schuster,
later to become Professor of Physics at Manchester, and the Dutch student Heike
Kamerlingh Onnes, who was put to work on a Foucault pendulum.61 It proved to
be a highly influential experience for the young Dutchman, who had originally
come to Heidelberg to work with the famous chemist Bunsen. Kirchhoff's semi-
nar turned him into a measuring physicist and provided the foundation for Ka-
merlingh Onnes’ doctoral dissertation.
At this point it may be appropriate to point out that the new Gaussian physics,
in which precise measurements were closely connected to mathematical physics
and in which the reduction of error was valued more highly than the production
of new phenomena, was not uncontroversial. In Berlin experimental physics
never fully gave in to the Gaussian and Besselian strictures. As David Cahan has
pointed out, Berlin’s leading physicist, Gustav Magnus, ‘distrusted and knew little
about mathematical physics’ and considered it to be ‘quite distinct from experi-
mental physics.’62 These views were shared by his Berlin colleagues, Poggendorf
and Dove, and probably also by many other German physicists. Even Magnus’
pupil and successor Hermann von Helmholtz, though far more adroit in mathe-
matical physics, never gave precedence to precision measurement over more ex-
plorative investigations in his laboratory. Around 1900, some German physicists
distinguished between the ‘measuring physicist’ (with Kohlrausch as the proto-
type) and the ‘experimental physicist’, who – unlike the ‘measurers’ – often ex-
plored unknown territories.63
Frederik Kaiser and precision astrometry
Let us now move to the Dutch situation. In the early nineteenth century, none of
the three Dutch universities in the Netherlands, at Leiden, Utrecht, and Gronin-
gen, had a fully equipped observatory. Nor did the country have a national obser-
vatory. Several aspiring young astronomers were trained in foreign observatories,
but that did not make much of a difference. Lacking the means to meet the new
standards in astronomy, they focused on areas that were more promising.64 All
university professors who were responsible for the teaching of astronomy com-
bined these tasks with the teaching of physics and mathematics and none of them
practiced astronomy to any meaningful extent. During the 1820s, the government
decided to remedy this situation by planning a national observatory in the south-
ern part of the new kingdom of the Netherlands. However, after the separation of
the southern Netherlands to become Belgium, in 1830, Dutch astronomy was
back to square one. Meanwhile, the financial situation of the remaining part of
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the kingdom was deteriorating perceptibly, so the prospects for Dutch astronomy
remained bleak.
All this would change, though, after the appointment of Frederik Kaiser as
Professor of Astronomy (i.e. only astronomy) at the University of Leiden. In many
ways Kaiser’s academic career mirrored that of Bessel. Like Bessel, he lacked a
university education and, like Bessel, he made his name by reconstructing the
orbit of Halley’s comet. Once again a doctorate, in this case bestowed by the Uni-
versity of Leiden, opened the way to a full professorship. Kaiser, like Bessel, fo-
cused his research on precision astrometry. He also equipped his new observatory
with a meridian circle and strove for the utmost precision in both his observations
as well the accompanying data analysis. Long before he received his new observa-
tory, he stressed the importance of Gauss’ method of least squares. Even with his
small and inferior instruments, he managed to attain the same levels of precision
as prestigious foreign observatories. Finally, just like Bessel, a large part of Kai-
ser’s publications dealt with the careful analysis of the instruments, listing all
their peculiarities and errors, as well as with research on the personal equation.65
It will not come as a surprise, then, that Kaiser would also become involved in
geodesy, or rather the Dutch contribution to the ‘Europäische Gradmessung’ (Euro-
pean Degree Measurement), and that the Dutch government sent him to the inter-
national conferences on weights and measures as the Dutch representative. These
conferences would lead to the first international standards and eventually to the
establishment of the international metrological bureau in Paris. It may be carrying
things a little too far to say that Kaiser fashioned himself after Bessel, but Bessel’s
influence on his professional career is unmistakable. Where other astronomers
might concentrate their efforts on discovering new comets, planetoids or nebu-
lae, Kaiser set out to increase the precision of known phenomena, and instilled
the same spirit of precision in his students.
Kaiser’s two main students, Van de Sande Bakhuyzen and Oudemans, would
carry on this tradition. Van de Sande Bakhuyzen, who succeeded Kaiser after his
death in 1872, wrote his dissertation on the errors of the Leiden meridian tele-
scope, in particular those due to its bending under its own weight. As Kaiser’s
successor he raised the Leiden standards of precision and data analysis almost to
the point of utter sterility. He served as president of the Dutch National Geodetic
Committee from 1882 onwards, and as secrétaire perpétuel of the International Geo-
detic Association from 1900.66 Oudemans, who was appointed Professor of As-
tronomy in Utrecht, became involved in the triangulation of the Dutch East Indies
as Head Surveyor, and also served in the Dutch committee for weights and meas-
ures.
In one respect, the situation in Leiden was quite different from that in Königs-
berg and Göttingen. Kaiser’s younger colleague, the physicist Pieter Rijke, was a
far cry from the measuring physicists Neumann and Weber. His experiments,
usually in the area of electrodynamics, were marked by a lack of interest in the
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means and methods to increase precision, for example by the use of refined in-
struments and data analysis. In this regard, his work was much closer to that of
the Berlin physicists Magnus and Poggendorff, or, for that matter, to the research
of most German physicists at the time. Rijke also lacked the taste or the talent for
higher mathematics. Although, in conformity with the regulations, he taught
mathematical physics to advanced students, these courses did not earn the high
praise given to his courses in experimental physics. In fact, students complained
about his teaching and even suggested that the courses be handed over to a math-
ematician or a mathematical physicist.67 Kaiser’s influence on later generations of
physicists was thus not mediated by a colleague physicist. The following exam-
ples illustrate the situation.
Van der Willigen and Bosscha jr.
At the time Kaiser was appointed Professor in Leiden only very few students en-
rolled in the Philosophical Faculty. Among them was a clergyman’s son named
Volkert van der Willigen, whose dissertation on the aberration of light – a topic
on the borderline of astronomy and physics – was supervised by Kaiser. In 1848,
Van der Willigen was appointed professor of physics at the Deventer Atheneaum.
His inaugural lecture clearly shows Kaiser’s influence. He boldly stated that the
superiority of astronomy with regard to physics largely derived from the greater
precision of its methods and he emphasized the role of statistical data analysis as
a means of reducing error. For these reasons he strongly criticized the numerous
Dutch meteorological observations without the least consideration of the errors
of the instruments and the quality of the data. He also echoed Kaiser’s research
ethos by stating that all teaching should aim to train for research.68
Although Van der Willigen lacked the instruments and facilities at Deventer to
pursue a significant research programme, he took advantage of every opportunity
to do experimental work. In 1852 he determined the exact latitude of Deventer. In
the late 1850s, he published a series of spectrographic measurements, but gave up
this line of research when he became aware of the superior results of German
spectrographers like Bunsen and Fraunhofer. Following Foucault’s discovery, he
also tried his hand at pendulum experiments but with few results. His prospects
for serious research improved considerably when he was appointed Director of
the physics cabinet of Teyler’s Foundation in Haarlem. The Teyler’s Museum of-
fered several advantages over Deventer. He now had a laboratory at his disposal,
albeit a modest one, and the Foundation’s funds enabled him to acquire better
instruments. Finally, he could now fully commit himself to a series of precision
measurements.69
Most of these measurements were related to optics. Van der Willigen first tried
to determine the wavelength of the full solar spectrum with the utmost precision.
Then he set out to measure the refractive indices of various sulphuric solutions.
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In his published account of these measurements he emphasized that physics had
entered ‘a new phase’ – one of ‘exactitude and precision’ – by emulating the new
methods and standards of the astronomers. He left no doubt of his personal
commitment to the new physics:
A single number exactly determined has a durable value to science, whereas a
current discovery, noisily announced in the domain of galvanism, of
electromagnetism or of another similar category of phenomena, is often
carried along by the later progress of knowledge.70
Nor did he hide the main source of his own methods:
I have tried to apply the methods of observation and calculation, into which I
was once initiated by the lessons and example of an eminent astronomer,
Professor Kaiser.71
In the course of his investigations at the Teyler’s Museum, Van der Willigen pro-
posed to define a new standard unit of length using the wavelength of a specific
spectral line. As Gerald Turner has pointed out, the acquisition of a precise
chronometer and a reversible pendulum made by Repsold suggest that his re-
search included a determination of the length of a seconds pendulum in Haar-
lem.72 In 1868, Van der Willigen also resumed his experiments on Foucault’s
pendulum, using the high ceiling of the oval room in the museum. He duly pub-
lished his measurements but confessed that he had failed to account for specific
details of the elliptical motions of the pendulum.73 Somewhat puzzling is the
small observatory that was built in the garden of the museum at Van der Willi-
gen’s request. A small slit in the roof suggests it was used for astronomical ob-
servations, probably to determine the latitude of Haarlem to complement his pen-
dulum experiments, but the fact that it was completely free of iron also points to
intended galvanic or magnetic measurements.
As Martin Weiss has rightly pointed out, by the 1870s Van der Willigen was the
leading experimental physicist in the Netherlands. Neither Rijke in Leiden, nor
Buys Ballot in Utrecht, nor Mees in Groningen could rival him in productivity or
in the refinement of his experiments. This is all the more impressive when we
realize that he also showed a great concern for astronomical endeavours. He
both initiated and coordinated the Dutch expedition to the island of Réunion in
the Indian Ocean to record the transit of Venus in 1874. Although the expedition
failed because of adverse weather conditions, Van der Willigen became a member
of the Astronomische Gesellschaft (the German Astronomical Society) the following
year.74
The only other Dutch physicist whose repute could match that of Van der Willi-
gen was his own former protégé Johannes Bosscha jr. He had been Van der Willi-
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gen’s pupil during the brief period that Van der Willigen taught at a secondary
school in Amsterdam. When Van der Willigen moved to Deventer, Bosscha fol-
lowed him there. Eventually, Bosscha continued his studies in Leiden, where he
came under the spell of Kaiser, without, however, being deterred from a career in
physics. This career may have started when Rijke was finally allowed to appoint
an assistant in the Leiden physical cabinet. His first assistant was Bosscha, who
had just finished his dissertation on a topic that reveals the influence of Van der
Willigen and Kaiser: a careful analysis of the characteristics of the differential
galvanometer that measures the difference between two electric currents. Earlier,
he had published a review of a paper by Oudemans on the precision to be attained
with a universal instrument made by Repsold. Another early paper proposed a
new method of measuring the speed of sound by using two chronometers.75
Following a brief visit to the physics institute in Berlin, where he met the Berlin
physicists Magnus and Poggendorf, Bosscha continued his research on voltaic
currents to test the new law of energy conservation in this specific area. In 1860,
Bosscha left the university to teach theoretical mechanics at the military academy
in Breda. Three years later, Minister of Interior Affairs Thorbecke called him to
The Hague to serve as Inspector of Secondary Education. Although he now lacked
research facilities, he nevertheless published several papers on thermometry. He
analyzed the results of Regnault’s thermometric experiments and used these to
determine systematic errors in Regnault’s thermometers. Thus, he was able to
derive new expressions for the thermal expansion of mercury.
Unlike the Germans, Francophile Bosscha refrained from criticizing the work
of the Frenchman. Instead, he praised him for the precision of his measurements:
It is the everlasting merit of Regnault to have introduced in experimental
physics, after the example of the astronomers, the utmost care for precision,
and such completeness in the reporting of the experimental data, which not
only allows for indicating the limits of certainty, but also created the possibility
to assure, through improvement and supplementation, later seen to be
requisite, a lasting value to a wealth of difficult observations.76
Following Kaiser’s death, Bosscha took his place in the Dutch committee that was
to represent the Netherlands at the international conferences on weights and
measures. The other members were Oudemans and Kaiser’s old friend Stamkart.
Bosscha’s dominant role in this committee, which also carried responsibility for
the creation of new Dutch standards, testified to his expertise in precision mea-
surement and data analysis. In 1873, he was offered a chair in applied physics at
the Delft Polytechnic. He accepted the offer on the condition that a new physical
laboratory be constructed. In 1878, having declined the offer of a physics chair at
the new University of Amsterdam, he was appointed Director of the Polytechnic.
During the last quarter of the century he used his leading position in Dutch phys-
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ics to support the careers of younger physicists, such as Van der Waals, Lorentz,
Kamerlingh Onnes and Haga. Both Kamerlingh Onnes and Haga worked in his
Delft laboratory at an early stage in their careers.77
Through measurement to knowledge: Kamerlingh Onnes and Haga
More than anyone else in the Netherlands, Kamerlingh Onnes came to personify
the measuring physicist, if only through his familiar motto ‘through measure-
ment to knowledge’. Instrumental in this respect were his Heidelberg experiences
in Kirchhoff’s seminar. The list of experiments Kamerlingh Onnes had to com-
plete included the determination of the length of a seconds pendulum, the mea-
surement of the refractive index of several kinds of glass, the measurement of the
wavelength of Sodium and the measurement of the horizontal component of ter-
restrial magnetism. The fact that he won the seminar prize may well have
strengthened his decision to become a physicist rather than a chemist. During
Kamerlingh Onnes’ third semester in Heidelberg, Kirchhoff made him work on
an independent research project: the pendulum of Foucault mentioned earlier.
During this semester he also attended Koenigsberger’s mathematical seminar.78
Back in Groningen he continued his research on Foucault’s pendulum. Lacking
vibration-free rooms in the Groningen physical cabinet, he moved to the cellar of
the main university building. The gimbal pendulum was supported by piles and
placed in an airtight metal case. The observations were made with a telescope
equipped with a micrometer. It took him almost two years to complete his mea-
surements. As impressive as his precise measurements was the theoretical part of
the project: basically an exercise in rational mechanics, building on the mathema-
tical methods of Hamilton and Jacobi. Kamerlingh Onnes published this part of
his dissertation separately in a mathematical journal. The whole project was a
model of new style Gaussian physics. In his dissertation Kamerlingh Onnes em-
phasized his view that work in experimental physics required a thorough knowl-
edge of mathematical physics, and vice versa. One of the theses of his dissertation
stated that there was no real distinction between the methods of mathematics and
those of physics.79
Already before he took his doctoral degree, Kamerlingh Onnes was appointed
assistant in Bosscha’s laboratory in Delft. Here he supervised the practical exer-
cises of the students and started a new research project on the precise determina-
tion of electrical resistances. To this end, he designed an improved experimental
setup. He also planned to measure the refractive index of liquid carbon dioxide,
but it is unclear whether he actually did so. More important than his experimental
work were his theoretical investigations of the new theories of Van der Waals on
the continuity of the liquid and gaseous states. In 1881, he published his ‘General
Theory of Liquids’ in the proceedings of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
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and Sciences. It would be the start of a lifelong collaboration with Van der
Waals.80
In 1882, Rijke retired from his professorship in Leiden. The issue of his succes-
sion became a divisive element in the faculty. Rijke approached Bosscha, who
refused the offer and recommended Kamerlingh Onnes. Most members of the
faculty supported his candidacy, among them Lorentz, who had recently been
appointed Professor of Mathematical Physics, and the astronomer Van de Sande
Bakhuyzen. In their letter of recommendation to the University Board, they added
the name of Van der Waals. The Board, however, also received a second letter,
signed by a considerable minority among the faculty, supporting Rijke’s favourite
candidate, the German physicist Wilhelm Röntgen. As Röntgen had spent most
of his childhood in The Netherlands, he was viewed as partly Dutch. Moreover,
unlike Kamerlingh Onnes, whose recent work was predominantly theoretical,
Röntgen was an experimenter pur sang. Now that the chair for physics had been
split up in a chair for experimental physics and one for mathematical physics
(held by Lorentz), it seemed obvious to Rijke and his sympathizers that in this
case the university should exclusively represent the interests of experimental
physics.81
The Lorentz camp countered this argument by stressing the inextricable con-
nection between theory and experiment in modern physics. Without an under-
standing of mathematical physics an experimenter would lack access to ‘the high-
er parts of physics’. Kamerlingh Onnes fortunately combined both skills and was
therefore the ideal candidate. Moreover, given the availability of excellent Dutch
candidates for the chair, it would be awkward to appoint a foreigner. Lorentz also
mobilized others, outside Leiden. The resulting avalanche of recommendation
letters for Kamerlingh Onnes, among which was one from Kirchhoff, clinched
the case. When Van der Waals made clear that he would not consider leaving
Amsterdam, the Minister finally cut the knot and appointed Kamerlingh Onnes
to the Leiden chair.82 It was a decision with far-reaching consequences for Dutch
experimental physics.
Onnes’ inaugural lecture clearly expressed his strong commitment to the Gaus-
sian school of physics. Over and over he stressed the primacy of measurement,
supporting his view with many historical examples. He specifically discussed the
introduction of the potential in the area of electricity and magnetism by Gauss,
Poisson and Green. Recent developments in instrumentation, mostly due to Wil-
liam Thomson, had enabled physicists to measure electric potentials as easily and
surely as temperatures. Turning to the study of terrestrial magnetism, Onnes
pointed out that Gauss had ‘not only enriched science with a new branch, but
also exercised a great influence on its development through the invention of his
measuring equipment.’83
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Since Gauss mounted a mirror to the suspended magnet to replace the
immediate determination of the rotation with that of the displacement of its
mirror image on the scale placed at a considerable distance, the life of most
physicists is spent partly behind scale and telescope. For the accuracy of this
method of scale reading has surpassed all expectations and made it
indispensable whenever one wants to observe from a distance the effects of
small forces.84
Building on Gauss’ innovations, including the bifilar suspension, Weber had
been able to introduce a system of absolute electrodynamic measures. Kamer-
lingh Onnes emphasized the importance of such measures for the telegraph in-
dustry. He discussed the failed British attempts, initiated by Thomson and super-
vised by the British Association for the Advancement of Science, to fix the unit of
resistance, the Ohm. The French had recently organized an international confer-
ence to improve the electric standards. According to Kamerlingh Onnes, such
improvement required the determination of absolute measures of resistance
along several different methods. This opinion puts his aborted resistance mea-
surements in Delft in an interesting light, all the more so because his patron,
Bosscha, was to represent the Netherlands at the 1881 First International Confer-
ence of Electricians in Paris. It seems highly likely that Kamerlingh Onnes’ mea-
surements served a metrological purpose. As he stated in his inaugural lecture:
Metrology has become a separate branch of science, which to the uninitiated
presents a dull series of numbers, but to him, who realizes the brilliant
simplicity and thoroughness of the end result, assumes spirit and life.85
After this extensive profession of faith, Kamerlingh Onnes went on to give an
outline of his Leiden research program of low temperature physics, finely tuned
to the theoretical work of Van der Waals. At the end of his discussion he empha-
sized once more the ‘new direction in physics,’ which required that,
Nowadays part of the physical laboratory must follow the astronomical model.
It must be fitted with instruments, the peculiarities of which are fully known
and recorded in registers, and with rooms suitable for using these instruments
in a productive way.86
Highlighting the virtues of precise measurement, Kamerlingh Onnes spoke with
some disdain of those experimentalists who primarily aimed to produce as many
new phenomena as possible. Not surprisingly, in his words of thanks to his col-
leagues, he singled out the astronomer Van de Sande Bakhuyzen, as well as the
physicists Bosscha and Lorentz and his old teacher Van Bemmelen.87
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Immediately after his appointment, Kamerlingh Onners started to lobby for
better facilities and new instruments. Among the first instruments he acquired
were various magnetometers. These were used to instruct students in the niceties
of precision measurement in a way resembling that of the Heidelberg seminar.88
In the Cambridge Cavendish laboratory, Maxwell – another convert to measuring
physics – also preferred the magnetometer for its instructive qualities.89 More
than any other instrument it became the hallmark of Gaussian physics. In Leiden,
however, the use of electrometers and magnetometers was mostly limited to ped-
agogical purposes. For two decades Kamerlingh Onnes worked hard to create the
world’s most impressive facility for low temperature physics. It was designed to
perform precise thermodynamic measurements on various substances at extreme-
ly low temperatures in close connection with the theories of Van der Waals. The
ultimate reward was the liquefaction of Helium in 1908 and the subsequent dis-
covery of superconduction in 1911. In spite of these spectacular results, Kamer-
lingh Onnes stayed true to his measuring creed.
Equally pronounced in his commitment to the new measuring physics was Lo-
rentz’ classmate and old friend Herman Haga, who had also studied physics in
Leiden and obtained his doctorate on research on the absorption of heat radia-
tion. He subsequently spent a year in the new physics laboratory at Strasbourg,
working with August Kundt. Kundt had studied with Magnus in Berlin, but once
he had left Berlin he gradually came to appreciate the importance of mathematical
physics. When called to Strasbourg to found a new model institute as part of the
new Imperial University, he insisted on an additional position for theoretical
physics. Together with the theoretical physicist Emil Warburg, Kundt set out to
test the kinetic theory of gases developed by Clausius and Maxwell by means of
precise measurements of the specific heats of several gases.90 Even more impor-
tant for Haga’s future research projects was the fact that the research wing of the
new laboratory contained massive slabs of stone to allow for vibration free experi-
ments and that it was completely free of iron to enable precise galvanic measure-
ments.91
Back in the Netherlands, Haga taught physics at the Apeldoorn Hogere Burger-
school92 (HBS) and subsequently at the HBS at Delft. The move to Delft enabled
him to do research in Bosscha’s laboratory and to support his candidacy for a
professorship by doing so. In 1886, Haga was called to the physics chair in Gro-
ningen. One of his first tasks was to oversee the construction of a new laboratory
that opened its doors in 1892. Though much more modest than the Strasbourg
institute, it was unique in the Netherlands for being the first modern physics
laboratory that was purpose-built for precise measurements. The whole building
was free of iron, and the research rooms contained stone pillars disconnected
from the walls.
Haga focused the research programme of the laboratory on geomagnetic and
galvanometric measurements. Tellingly, the bulk of the research concerned pre-
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cision instruments, especially electrometers, rather than nature itself.93 It seems
likely that part of this research was connected to current attempts to create a
standard for the electric potential, the Volt. In 1895 Haga was allowed to appoint
a lecturer in mathematical physics, Cornelis Wind. Wind had just finished his
doctorate with a dissertation on a magnetometer invented by Kohlrausch, that
was known as an intensity variometer.94 The appointment once more testified to
the perceived unity of mathematical physics and precision measurement, an ideal
that was clearly borrowed from astronomy.
Still, it was, above all, Leiden that became a breeding ground for a new genera-
tion of measuring physicists. Best known among them is Pieter Zeeman, whose
fame, ironically, derived from an excursion from his research project into a more
explorative enterprise. The resulting discovery, the Zeeman Effect, provided the
springboard for a career in precise measurement. In 1897, Zeeman had secured
tenure in Amsterdam, and began by copying Kamerling Onnes’ method in his
magneto-optical research school. In the late 1920s he started to represent the
Netherlands in the International Committee of Weights and Measures. By that
time Ornstein, who had also studied in Leiden, had turned the Utrecht laboratory
into a large-scale facility for the measurement of radiation intensities. These new
directions in experimental physics would dominate the most important centres of
Dutch experimental physics until World War Two.95
Still, it is hard to tell what Lorentz owed to astronomy and astronomers. As
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, Lorentz himself attributed consider-
able influence on his work to Kaiser and specifically mentioned a course by Kaiser
on theoretical astronomy.96 It seems likely that what he took from this course was
the application of higher mathematics, in particular of partial differential equa-
tions, to natural phenomena, as well as the notion of a close connection between
mathematical theories and precision measurement. As we have seen, his convic-
tion that this connection was indeed close strongly manifested itself in his sup-
port for the candidacy of Kamerlingh Onnes. Lorentz’ request for a research
space of his own in the Leiden laboratory, another sign of the perceived connec-
tion, was never granted.97
Equally important for Lorentz and several others of his generation as the new
vision of exact science was the personal encouragement they received from Kaiser
and subsequently Van de Sande Bakhuyzen. After his appointment in Leiden, Lo-
rentz came to regard Van de Sande Bakhuyzen as his staunchest supporter. He
immediately joined the small circle of scientists that included Bosscha and his
assistant Kamerlingh Onnes, who met regularly in the astronomer's home. In
these informal gatherings the measuring ethos was probably spread and consoli-
dated.98
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Conclusion
What can be concluded from the material that has been presented here? It seems
hard to deny that the working methods in astronomy have been of considerable
influence on the emerging discipline of physics. The combination of systematic
and precise measurements with mathematical theories based on the use of partial
differential equations may have seemed rather obvious at the end of the nine-
teenth century, but late eighteenth-century physics had lacked all the ingredients
for these new practices. As we have seen, most of them entered physics either
through direct interference by astronomers, or by copying their methods. These
methods included careful registration of data, statistical data analysis and exten-
sive research of the instruments, rather than of nature itself.
Along with the methods came a new set of values. The early nineteenth-century
romantic ideal of a divine spark resulting in the discovery of a new phenomenon
was replaced by the ideal of disciplined hard work leading to increased precision
of measurements. Still, even in the light of the circumstances set out earlier, the
new ethos was far from self-evident. Not everybody was easily won over by the
cult of precision. Even Kirchhoff admitted that he was originally taken aback by
the drudgery of Neumann’s seminar: ‘boring observations and even more boring
calculations.’99 Nor did its success prove everlasting. Around the turn of the nine-
teenth century more explorative approaches in experimental physics made a spec-
tacular comeback.100 Later scientists were astonished by the craze for precision
measurement. In his autobiography Hendrik Casimir dismissed Kamerlingh
Onnes’ motto ‘through measurement to knowledge’ as being based upon a mis-
taken and narrow-minded view of experiment.101 Yet, for several decades the new
standards managed to raise enthusiasm among leading scientists, including such
luminaries as Regnault, Kelvin, Maxwell, Kirchhoff and Kohlrausch. Like Kamer-
ling Onnes they judged the new methods to be full of ‘spirit and life.’
No doubt novelty itself was part of the attraction, but other factors strongly
supported the rise of Gaussian physics and the accompanying values. First among
these were the practical needs of modern industrial society. If precision in astron-
omy primarily served the interests of navigation, and hence of trade, precise heat
measurements were mainly promoted because of their perceived relevance for
heat engines, and thus for industry. The subsequent shift towards precision mea-
surements in electrodynamics and the related quest for electrical standards was
likewise connected to the rise of telegraphy and the interests of the telegraphic
industry.102 At the end of the century, precision measurements in black body ra-
diation that gave rise to a new revolution in physics were just as closely connected
to the rapid emergence of electric light. No doubt, the perceived social relevance
and the associated view of progress helped to raise enthusiasm for the new style
of physics.
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Moreover, Gaussian physics supported the drawing of clear disciplinary and
professional boundaries. Because it relied upon expert skills – both mathematical
and experimental – and expensive facilities, it served to exclude outsiders and to
select new professors. Amateurs, who lacked laboratories and sophisticated mea-
suring instruments as well as the required skills and protocols, could no longer
contribute to the new style of physics. In the early nineteenth century chemistry
and experimental physics largely overlapped, but Gaussian physics allowed for a
much clearer distinction between the two. Most of all, measuring skills could be
trained through laboratory instruction, and could be measured by the precision
achieved, whereas the discovery of new phenomena was much more elusive. It is
no coincidence that the new style of physics flourished at the very moment that
career opportunities began to open up to physicists. By adopting astronomical
standards ‘natural philosophy’ was thus gradually replaced by modern physics.
As we have seen, a whole generation of Dutch physicists flourished in this new
approach. In close collaboration they raised the level of Dutch physics to new
heights. However, in one meaningful respect their approach differed from that of
their predecessors from Königsberg. Where Neumann and Kirchhoff felt uncom-
fortable about unobservable entities such as atoms and molecules, the Dutch
freely based their theoretical efforts on molecular approaches. By aligning theory
and measurements to one another they avoided the pitfalls of empty speculation
on the one hand or sterile data gathering on the other. Their ambition and self-
confidence was, at least in part, connected to their sense of participating in a new
kind of physics, which, as we have seen, was closely modeled on astronomy.
Moreover, they came to excel at it. It seems safe to conclude that Gaussian physics
was one of the key ingredients of the so-called Second Golden Age of Dutch
science.
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